QA Automation Test Engineer [Skull & Bones]
(f/m/d)
Berlin - Full-time - 743999750786570
Apply Now:
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/Ubisoft2/743999750786570-qa-automation-test-engineer-sk
ull-bones-f-m-d-?oga=true
Who you are
Working as an integral part of the development team your main responsibilities as QA
Automation Engineer will be to collect and compile the data produced during the whole
development process and to provide support in improving the quality of the game through
Automated Testing.
You are a champion for quality and polish. You understand the goals the game has to achieve
and take proactive steps to help people to deliver their best on the game. You are eﬃcient at
reading feedback and understanding how to improve the testing framework by constantly
assessing and validating the test objectives, be it via test protocols or functional
investigation.
What you will do
Work closely with the development teams to understand the need of automation
Develop, integrate and maintain various automated test frameworks to validate versions
released
React to issues by adding or writing new test scenarios to detect similar issues
Support the Dev Team in building tools, test cases and tracking down issues (e.g. gathering of
metrics and logs to document issues)
Implement and maintain automated testing guidelines
Participate in peer reviewing of code to maintain code quality, reliability & reusability for testing
& deployment
Support technical testing for game backend
Deliver feedback and reports to the development team and actively participate in Daily Standups, Sprint Planning and Retrospectives

What you bring
Experience with scripting and relational databases
Familiar with unit testing test suites and C++ debugging process

Proﬁciency at reusing, adopting and integrating existing code
Shipped at least 1 AAA title from concept to ﬁnal release
Understanding of feature & game development processes and the diﬀerent needs of a team
throughout a development cycle
Proactive and self-motivated, with an ability to present innovative test approaches to identify
problems eﬃciently and propose creative solutions to problems
Excellent time management, ability to handle multiple tasks at the same time and work
eﬃciently under pressure
Excellent communication skills and teamwork spirit
Excellent spoken and written English

Bonus points for
Experience with current game engines and their respective tools
Strong experience with defect management tools (e.g. JIRA)
Strong experience with test case management tools (e.g. TestRail)
Solid experience with version control and data repository tools (e.g. Perforce)
Understanding of cross-functional team structures and agile methodologies
Formal QA certiﬁcation, such as ISTQB or equivalent experience
Experience with Games-as-a-Service
TRC/TCR compliance experience

What we want to oﬀer you:
We want to build a studio in which everyone feels inspired, empowered and connected. We
believe people do their best work when they feel empowered. We thus aim to give you a lot
of autonomy. In return, we expect you to be self-responsible and stay on top of your game by
continuously developing your skills. Furthermore, we know it is important for an employee to
feel comfortable. With that in mind, we aim to provide a variety of everyday beneﬁts which
we hope will help you feel great including:
Flexible working hours
External training, education in our in-house guilds and knowledge sharing with other project
teams
Fresh fruit, discounted gym membership, support for child care, company pension scheme
Share ideas! = Working in an innovative and international company

If you are passionate about video games and would like to work with like-minded
professionals with an international team, please apply via our career portal.
For further information please check bluebyte.de and berlin.ubisoft.com

